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Abstract
This article explores how the concept of formalism and the resulting method of formal analysis have been used and ap-
plied in the study of digital games. Three types of formalism in game studies are identified based on a review of their uses
in the literature, particularly the discussion of essentialism and form that resulted from the narratology-ludology debate:
1) formalism focused on the aesthetic form of the game artifact, 2) formalism as game essentialism, and 3) formalism
as a level of abstraction, related to formal language and ontology-like reasoning. These three are discussed in relation to
the distinctions between form and matter, in the Aristotelian tradition, to highlight how the method of formal analysis
of games appears to be dealing with matter rather than form, on a specific fundamental level of abstraction, and in turn
how formal analysis becomes a misleading concept that leads to unnecessary confusion. Finally, the relationship between
game essentialism and the more computer science-centric approach to ontology is studied, to account for the contempo-
rary trend of identifying the unique properties of games and opposing themwith properties of, e.g., traditional storytelling
media like literature and film, explored through their aesthetic form.
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1. Introduction
Game studies is a relatively new and growing discipline,
influenced by many related fields. As games become in-
creasingly popular with new types of players, the aca-
demic interest in studying games is increasing too. How-
ever, in the emergence of a new field or discipline, we
have to be careful with the direct application of existing
methods and theories (Aarseth, 2001). If we force upon
the study of games frameworks developed for studying
other types of media, we will never understand exactly
how games, and specifically digital games, differ from
more traditional types of media, such as literature and
film. Inevitably, the study of games will happen inside in-
stitutional structures andwell-established fields, but this
does not mean that games should be reduced to the tra-
ditions of these fields (Aarseth, 2001).
This article will examine one specific approach to the
study of games, namely that of formalism, or, in this par-
ticular case, the idea of a certain branch of game formal-
ism. The tradition of formalism is often understood in the
context of, and related to, the study of literature, particu-
larly the historical entities of Russian Formalism andNew
Criticism, but, as I will present it, formalism can be under-
stood as both research ideology and method, and there
are various ways in which the term has been used and
altered for the study of digital games. This article will il-
lustrate how we can distinguish between three types of
formalism within the field of game studies:
1) formalism focused on the aesthetic form of the
game artifact;
2) formalism as game essentialism;
3) formalism as a level of abstraction, related to for-
mal language and ontological reasoning.
The three types of formalism will be uncovered and ex-
plored in relation to the method of formal analysis, to
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outline the difference between research perspectives,
ideologies, and methods. The discussion of the often-
problematized distinction between ludology and narra-
tology will be used as a point of departure for uncover-
ing various ways of focusing on form in game analyses,
and will inform the distinctions made between the three
types of formalism presented above. Moreover, the dis-
tinction between form and matter (sometimes content),
as first outlined by Aristotle and since explored and stud-
ied by many theorists, will be used to account for key dif-
ferences between formalism-as-research-ideology and
formalism-as-method, as the method of formal analysis
(of games) tends to focus on listing the content of a given
object or text, rather than defining its basic form.
2. From Plato to Games: A Short History of Formalism
Formalism can be traced all the way back to the ideas
of Plato presented in his Theory of Form. He argued that
beauty is a property that various objects can have, and
therefore that it is a universal property: “The Form of
Beautymanifests itself in all the different things, in all the
different ways, we call ‘beautiful’” (Lacewing, 2007, p. 1).
Plato’s student, Aristotle, who stated that every phys-
ical object is a compound of matter and form, developed
this first approximation of formalism further. He argued
that “a thing’s form is its definition or essence—what it
is to be a human being, for example” (Ainsworth, 2016).
In contrast, the answer to the question of what a spe-
cific object is made of is the thing’s matter (Ainsworth,
2016). To truly understand an object is to understand
its matter (its material cause), form or essence (its for-
mal cause), what made the object come into existence
(its efficient cause), and finally the function or purpose
of the object (its final cause). To explain the difference
between the formal and the material cause, which are
specifically relevant for this study, Aristotle uses the ex-
ample of a house. In a brick house, the material cause
(or the matter) would be the actual bricks from which
the house is built. The formal cause, which would coin-
cidentally also be the final cause, as it refers to its use
and purpose, is the fact that a house is defined as a shel-
ter of a special type. The overlap between the causes
in this case can be attributed to the fact that “houses,
like all artefacts are functionally defined” (Ainsworth,
2016). Following this, Aristotle notes that although the
four causes are all distinct questions, the three latter
causes will often have the same answer, as is seen in the
final and formal causes of the house (the efficient cause
of which can be directly related to both). Yet, when ap-
proaching digital games—and also, for example, studies
of film and media—we see that very different types of
scholarships lead to explorations of each of these four
causes: matter and form can be explored through onto-
logical/analytical work, whereas the efficient cause de-
pends on studies of the industry and the development
process. The final cause depends on a thorough under-
standing of player/audience/user-responses.
To highlight the difference between the material and
formal cause of digital games, consider a game exam-
ple like The Sims. Following the Aristotelian distinction,
the material cause refers to the material of which the
game is made; not the source code, as this can be under-
stood as a paratext to the actual, executed game (Willum-
sen, 2017), but rather the components that make up
the game as played. This includes the sim characters,
the environment, the buildings, and the more than 400
different objects that can be purchased using in-game
currency (Consalvo & Dutton, 2006). These entities be-
come the “bricks” of the game, but so do the rules that
guide and limit player behavior, making a full analysis of
the game’s material cause rather comprehensive. This is
made explicit by the analysis model suggested by Con-
salvo and Dutton (2006), which consists of the four very
broad categories of object inventory, interface study, in-
teraction map, and gameplay log (Consalvo & Dutton,
2006). The formal cause, on the other hand, refers to the
very essence of the game, which is even less tangible and
straightforward to define. The essence of The Simsmight
very well be defined in relation to any game definition,
of which there are many (see, e.g., Stenros, 2017, for a
comprehensive overview). As Stenros (2017) points out,
there are disagreements about what can be considered
the defining characteristics of games. This relates to the
various attempts at suggesting game ontologies, which
will be explored later in this text. For now, it must suf-
fice to say that the essence of The Sims will necessarily
relate to any assumed definition or ontology of games,
where specifics may be added to make explicit the very
nature of The Sims, to distinguish its essence from other
game examples.
The formal cause appears to be the element that
many humanist scholars have focused onwhen exploring
their object of investigation from a formalist perspective.
This can be seen, for example, in Roman Jakobson’s out-
line of the raison d’êtreof Russian Formalism, inwhich he
states that literary scholarship should focus not on “liter-
ature in its totality but literariness (‘literaturnost’), i.e.,
that which makes of a given work a work of literature”
(Erlich, 1973, p. 628). Isolated from its original context,
the focus on the formal cause alone as a primary area of
interest made Russian Formalism a very specific “flavor”
of formalism, one that set out to explore exactly what
constitutes the essence of literature. Other branches of
the paradigm of thought presents more pragmatic yet
still essence-centricways of approaching the subjectmat-
ter (see, e.g., Pötzsch’s, 2017, discussion of different va-
rieties of Russian Formalism). Approaches like the one
suggested by Jakobson, i.e. the exploration of the unique
properties of a given (class of) objects, are sometimes la-
beled essentialism.
The concept of essentialism, like that of formalism,
can be traced back to Aristotle and the idea that cer-
tain objects or individuals have essential, definable na-
tures. Such individuals would not survive a change in
their essence, but would overcome a change in acciden-
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tal properties. Put differently: “an essential property of
an object is a property that it must have, while an ac-
cidental property of an object is one that it happens to
have but that it could lack” (Robertson & Atkins, 2016,
italics in original).
Aristotle linked the thinking about essentialism and
form vs. matter in arguing that form and matter must
account for non-accidental changes. In his conceptual
analysis of change, he states that the change must have
three default elements: “(1) something which underlies
and persists through the change; (2) a ‘lack’, which is one
of a pair of opposites, the other of which is (3) a form
acquired during the course of the change” (Ainsworth,
2016). Accidental changesmust have an object, or in Aris-
totle’s terminology a substance, to underlie the change
in question, whereas substantial changes involve the
passing away or coming into existence of a given ob-
ject/substance. The concept of form defines the essence
of the object or substance in question (Ainsworth, 2016),
and thus helps us determine whether a change has
brought about a new object or rather altered an exist-
ing one—in other words, whether the change has been
accidental or substantial.
However, problems arise when attempting to point
out the essence of categories of objects, such as litera-
ture, but it may be that games pose a particularly diffi-
cult problem to Aristotle’s thinking; we seem to be strug-
gling with defining the characteristic of games, and de-
termining what kinds of change we can understand as
respectively accidental or substantial. What changes to
The Sims would cause it to lose its essence as a game?
Some changes would surely cause it to lose its essence
as The Sims but allow it to remain a game, yet such ar-
guments depend on how we understand and define the
essence of games. It has been argued that The Sims can
be understood as a borderline example of a game, as it,
being an example of what Juul labels an open-ended sim-
ulation game, lacks tangible goals (Juul, 2003), making
explicit the challenges of exploring the form and essence
of games. We still lack a proper terminology to describe
when a game ceases being a game in form, and takes on
another form, e.g. as interactive fiction, cinema, or in the
case of The Sims a (dollhouse) simulation.
3. Formal Analysis in Theory and Practice
In the field of digital game studies, various scholars have
attempted to approach games using what they have
termed formal analysis. An example of this is Lankoski
and Björk’s methodological inquiry, in which they argue
that “formal analysis focuses on the different elements
of a work, that is, asking questions about the elements
that constitute the parts of the work and the role of each
element in the composition as a whole” (2015, p. 24).
Lankoski and Björk’s definition makes central the need
for distinguishing between formalism and formal analysis.
One often follows the other, but the two are not by default
linked, although their names might indicate otherwise.
According to David Myers (2010), formal analysis in
literature is the method of the formalists, following the
Russian tradition of formalism. Myers states that an ex-
ample of a typical type of formal analysis would be the
close reading practiced primarily by American New Crit-
ics. Similarly,Miguel Sicart argues, with respect to games,
that “formal analysis is understood as descriptions of
game components that can be discerned from others by
means of their unique characteristics and properties. For-
mal should be understood in relation to aesthetic for-
malism, which contrasts ‘the artifact itself with its rela-
tions to entities outside itself’” (Sicart, 2008). Here, Sicart
builds on Wolterstorff’s (1999; Sicart as cited in Audi,
1999) definition of Aesthetic Formalism as a general type
of theory that emphasizes form in the study of the spe-
cific, aesthetic artifact. Wolterstorff argues that this type
of formalism is best understood as a continuumonwhich
a specific theory can be ranged as more or less formalist,
and therefore Aesthetic Formalism is not a specific sci-
entific ideology or theory, but rather as a categorization
tool for other aesthetic theories, such as those of liter-
ature, music, and film. Thus, it does not make sense to
explore The Sims in relation to Aesthetic Formalism per
se, as this becomes a category for theories rather than
an applicable tool for assessing the formal qualities of a
(game) object. Instead, onemust study a game using one
of such theories for it to be an aesthetic formalist study.
The approaches fromMyers and Sicart illustrate how
formal analysis and two specific types of formalism, Rus-
sian Formalism and Aesthetic Formalism, have been un-
derstood in relation to one another. Myers and Sicart
can be seen as representatives of the first two types of
formalism listed in the introduction: Sicart focuses on
games as aesthetic objects that, in the light of aesthetic
philosophy, must be of a given form and contrasted to
outside entities to be understood as an object of this
group (Wolterstorff, 1999). Myers, on the other hand,
taps into the more essentialist way of thinking that sug-
gests that games, in the same way as some of the Rus-
sian Formalists understood literature, have some unique
properties that should form the basis of what is stud-
ied in the field. It should here be noted that essential-
ist refers to the Aristotelian and descriptive use of the
term, not its potential normative meaning. It is in no way
meant as derogatory. The unique properties of the ob-
ject or class of objects are whatmakes themworth study-
ing and what justifies the establishment of a research
field dedicated to the study of games.
However, some game scholars make use of the
method of formal analysis without relating it to any spe-
cific (literary) tradition of formalism. Such scholars in-
clude for example the previously mentioned Lankoski
and Björk. They explain:
Formal analysis of gameplay in games takes a basis in
studying a game independent of context, that is, with-
out regarding which specific people are playing a spe-
cific instance of the game….Performing a formal analy-
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sis of gameplay can be done bothwith the perspective
that games are artifacts and that they are activities; in
most cases, it blurs the distinction because both the
components of a system and how these components
interact with each other often need to be considered.
(Lankoski & Björk, 2015, p. 23)
Lankoski and Björk’s (2015, p. 23) approach, although fo-
cused on “understanding how the game system works”,
embraces one of the unique qualities of digital games;
that they are special type of objects that depend on play-
ers to exist (Kücklich, 2002). In arguing that the formal
analysis can be performed on the activity of playing (in
Aarseth’s, 2009, terminology, the game process as op-
posed to the game object), they distance themselves
from Russian Formalism and Aesthetic Formalism and
their tendency to focus on the intrinsic properties of the
object as opposed to its relationship to outside entities.
This approach to games relates to the thinking of
formalism as a level of abstraction, related to the need
for a formal language that accounts for—and helps
categorize—the specific elements of a system. This type
of formalism, with its reliance on the construction of on-
tologies, is maybe best understood in relation to com-
puter science, where an ontology is often defined as a
formal naming and definition of entities and their rela-
tionships, which exist for a specific domain of discourse
(Guarino, 1998, p. 7). Thus, the formal in this formalism
has not to do with the actual formal matter, as in the
Aristotelian tradition, but rather with a rule-bound (and,
in the case of games, rule-based) system that superim-
poses on the developer certain standard procedures for
naming and defining elements of said system, following
some type of formalized logic.
4. Ludology and Narratology in the Light of Formalism
When approaching formalism in digital games it seems
almost impossible to avoid a reference to the debate
between narratology and ludology. Some people still
defend (either of) the two positions of this discussion,
whereas others deny the discussion ever taking place,
or ridicule those who still refer to the thing as an ac-
tual debate (see, e.g., Frasca, 1999, 2003a;Murray, 2005;
Pearce, 2005). Running the risk of upsetting readers who
disagree with the radical distinction between the labels
of “ludologist” and “narratologist”, or find any of the two
terms derogatory, some of the meta-comments on the
debate may help us better understand the relationship
between formalism and formal analysis in the context of
game studies.
Following Thomas Malaby, “ludologists ultimately
fell into the trap of formalism, treating games as special
and distinct activities, fundamentally different from ev-
eryday life” (Malaby, 2007, p. 101). This was a result of
their attempt at pinning down what may be understood
as gameness, particularly in contrast to the notions of
narrative and story. Malaby continues: “in contrast to
the ludologists’ initial focus on experience, the narratol-
ogists were overly concerned with form, especially the
extent towhich the product of a game experience can be-
come an object of reflection and interpretation” (Malaby,
2007, p. 101, original emphasis). Yet, the formwithwhich
the “narratologists” were occupied was that found in tra-
ditional storytelling media, and it has often been sug-
gested that narrative study of digital games forces upon
the game models that do not quite fit. This has been at-
tributed to the fact that games, literature, and film are
three different types of media with very different prop-
erties and materialities (e.g., Frasca, 2003b; Juul, 2005).
Considered in relation to Aristotle’s approach to form
and matter, it appears as if the “ludologists” attempted
to uncover the formal cause of the game object, includ-
ing its essence,whereas “narratologists” tried tomap the
material cause to those found in various types of aes-
thetic artifacts, such as literature and cinema. Janet Mur-
ray does not appear to acknowledge the focus on form in
the narrative study of games, and she focuses instead on
clarifying the “ludologists’” approach to the unique prop-
erties of games. In The LastWord on Ludology v Narratol-
ogy in Game Studies, Murray argues:
The ideology [of ludology] can perhaps be called game
essentialism (GE), since it claims that games, unlike
other cultural objects, should be interpreted only
as members of their own class, and only in terms
of their defining abstract formal qualities. Separate
from this ideology is a methodology which is also
called “ludology” but which could perhaps be better
named computer game formalism (CGF). As amethod-
ology, CGF emphasizes the formal properties unique
to videogames and attempts to analyse them and
to create descriptors than [sic] can be used to clas-
sify and compare specific instances of game form.
(2005, p. 2)
Game essentialism seems a fair and reasonable label for
the formalist study of games, when considered descrip-
tive rather than normative, as, following the Russian tra-
dition, the formalist study of texts has always been occu-
pied with uncovering the essential features of the object
under investigation. As shown earlier, this matches Aris-
totle’s discussion of the essence being what establishes
the formalmatter of the substance in question. However,
the description of themethodology suggested byMurray
poses some problems to the overall distinction between
narratology and ludology, and for the empirical object in
game analyses: as illustrated by the description of formal
analysis offered by Lankoski and Björk (2015), a study of
the formal properties of video games does not have to ex-
clude a focus on the player-subject in the same way that
the ideology of Game Essentialism would. As a matter of
fact, exploring how various types of players relate and re-
act to a digital game may help us understand the game
and its unique properties even better, as exemplified by
Kristine Jørgensen’s (2013) study of gameworlds.
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Complicating the matter even further, we can ob-
serve that the methodology that Murray labels Com-
puter Game Formalism, the focus on properties unique
to video games, is actually very close to Malaby’s out-
line of narratology as focused on form. The primary dif-
ference is its reliance on what we may call x-essence or
x-ness; narrative analysis of games often explore games
in relation to an idea of narrativeness, defined by the
narrative theory chosen for analysis, whereas a ludo-
centric analysis depends on an understanding of game-
ness. Both analyses, however, seem focused on the ma-
terial cause, i.e., the content of games, e.g., that studied
with regards to The Sims by Consalvo and Dutton (2006),
rather than the formal cause, the latter of which is used
for establishing the x-ness on which the analysis is built
(for example game ontology).
Hence, it is possible to argue that ludologists build on
the second type of formalism listed in the introduction,
that of game essentialism, where the unique properties
of the object are highlighted as the most central to the
study of games in general. Narratologists, on the other
hand, build on a non-game specific formalism, and be-
come instead focused on the aesthetic form in general,
thus relating to the first type of formalism presented in
the introduction, namely that which focuses on the aes-
thetic form of the game object, contrasting it to outside
entities, but not simply focusing on its unique properties
as a game.
5. Formal Analysis as Material Analysis
The observation outlined above points towards the idea
that what is often termed formal analysis does not ac-
tually engage with Aristotle’s formal cause, Jakobson’s
“literariness”, or any specific game form or gameness. In-
stead, the formal analysis as a research method is an in-
vestigation of the matter of the object in question. Thus,
it would appear more terminologically correct, when
considered from an Aristotelian perspective, to refer to
the method as material analysis rather than formal, al-
though material may, to some, appear to relate to the
physicality of the object under investigation, rather than
its physical and conceptual matter.
When investigating existing studies of games it be-
comes increasingly evident that most formal analyses ac-
tually explore matter or content rather than form, and
thus that they easily take the form of the more media-
studies specificmethodof content analysis. This is evident
in the work by Lankoski and Björk (2015) who, as a means
of exemplifying their take on formal analysis, list the vari-
ous components, actions, and goals for a specific game, in
their case PopCap’s Plants vs. Zombies (2009). Their anal-
ysis is very descriptive, as they list the different types of
components and their respective actions, map the layout
of the environment projected on the screen, and explain
various ending- and winning conditions of the game.
The ludo-centric formal analysis presented by
Lankoski and Björk builds on a third type of formalism,
formalism as a level of abstraction. They build on a com-
puter science tradition of ontologies as they structure
their analysis according to certain categories that are un-
derstood as the elements constituting the form of the
game: the components, actions, and goals. However, for-
malism as a level of abstraction can be combined with
one of the two other approaches to formalism in game
studies. Lankoski and Björk appear, in their work with
mapping out the constituting elements of the game, to
rely also on a game essentialist ideology.
Similarly, narrative material analyses may build on
formalist understandings of narrative or narrativeness,
and at the same time work with formalism as a specific
level of abstraction in the analysis. Daniel Vella (2015) il-
lustrates an example of this in his translation of Uri Mar-
golin’s (1986) theory of literary characters into the study
of game characters and avatars. Here, the elements con-
stituting the character form the basis of the analysis
through the categories of static mimetic elements, dy-
namic mimetic elements, and formal textual patterns
(Vella, 2015, p. 375). The analysis becomes a description
or summary of the matter of the character rather than
engaging directly with its form, because formalism as a
level of abstraction does not deal with form as we know
it from Aristotle.
It thus becomes possible to distinguish formalism
as a level of abstraction from the two other types of
formalism—game essentialism and Aesthetic Formalism.
The former can be combined with any of the latter two,
but it never actually engages with form in the Aristote-
lean sense. Rather, it deals with the formalized compo-
nents of a system, or with the matter or content, at the
most basic level possible. In extension to this, we can see
that formal analysis is a study of the matter or content
that becomes formal only in its reliance on ontology (as
a pointer towards game essentialism) to form a basis for
categorizations applied as analytical models or lenses.
6. From Gameness to Ontology
Having defined three different types of formalism in
game studies, and hopefully clarified some of the confu-
sion thatmay come as a result of applying identical terms
for diverse research ideologies andmethods, this section
will be dedicated to a brief overview of the relationship
between game essentialism, formalism as a level of ab-
straction, and formal analysis, approached through the
concept of ontology.
Recent years have seen a fascination on the part of
game scholars with mapping the fundamental compo-
nents of games. While this trend is not necessary very
new (Avedon, 1971, attempted already in the 1970s to
map the basic structural elements of games), modern ap-
proaches have been increasingly occupied with what is
often referred to as the ontology of digital games.
As previously stated, these game-specific ontologies
relate to the computer science tradition of the term,
which makes them closely resemble taxonomies, where
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the hierarchy of entities, the relations between these en-
tities, and naming conventions are central to the con-
struction of the system. An example of this type of on-
tology is TheGameOntology Project, developed by Zagal,
Mateas, Fernández-Vara, Hochhalter and Lichti (2007), in
which they state the goal of developing “a game ontol-
ogy that identifies the important structural elements of
games and the relationships between them, organizing
them hierarchically” (Zagal et al., 2007, p. 22).
Zagal et al.’s study is just one of many (see, e.g.,
Aarseth & Calleja, 2015; Björk, Lundgren, & Holopainen,
2003; Bogost, 2006; Hunicke, LeBlanc, & Zubek, 2004;
Järvinen, 2007) that attempt to outline the basic compo-
nents of games, on a very specific level of abstraction,
one that is fundamental enough to somehow embrace
the essence of digital games. As such, these ontological
studies can be understood as formalist in two ways: they
deal with the subject matter of games on as basic and
fundamental a level as possible, while still remaining very
close to the object under investigation (ensuring the es-
sentialist perspective), defining and arranging categories
of the game matter, translating the findings, obtained
through a formal analysis, into a model or form that is
then labeled ontology.
We see from this short process of “doing ontology”
that several formalisms are at play at once, including the
method of formal analysis. It thus seems reasonable to
criticize the terminological imprecision of formalism as it
is presented in the game studies literature, as each type
of formalism—along with methods of similar names—
contributes with new and unique scientific approaches
that alter the focus of the study in question. Toworkwith
game formalism is not simply to focus on the Aristotelian
form, it may also be to explore the unique properties of
said form, contrasting it or comparing it with other re-
lated objects (e.g., aesthetic artifacts), or to look into
the matter on the lowest possible level of abstraction,
attempting to uncover something meaningful about the
form through this endeavor. Game formalism is not one
particular “flavor” of formalism, but rather a variety of
traditions through which the scholar may approach the
empirical object. Therefore, we must be wary when us-
ing the term, both in relation to scholarly ideologies or
approaches, and to scientific research methods.
Each of the three approaches identified offers differ-
ent insights into games. As a final point of discussion,
let us return to the example of The Sims. From the per-
spective of formalism as focused on the aesthetic form
of the artifact under investigation, The Sims can be stud-
ied using a variety of formalist methods categorized as
aesthetic formalist theories using Wolterstorff’s (1999)
distinction. One could, for example, explore whether we
can conceive of The Sims in terms of structural narra-
tive and its core components, as studied in, for exam-
ple, Propp’s (1928/2009) Morphology of the Folktale (to
namea scholar of the Russian Formalist school). Conduct-
ing an analysis build on this theory, some of the signif-
icant differences between the traditional mediums for
storytelling and digital games would become apparent.
We would likely find that The Sims does not adhere to
traditional narrative structures, as it is not a story-driven
game, but rather a dollhouse-simulation, whereas games
like Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune (Naughty Dog, 2007) or
The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (CD Projekt Red, 2015) may re-
semble the structures outlined in Propp’s work to amuch
higher degree, as these are more centered on conveying
a pre-scripted story to the player. As such, studies rooted
in aesthetic formalist theories may ultimately contribute
to our understanding of the essence of games, as they
can help us point out how they are different from other
types of media. This brings us to the discussion on the
essentialist approach to formalism.
As I have argued, based on the discussion on Aristo-
tle’s conceptualization ofmaterial and formal causes, it is
challenging to suggest a definition of the essence of The
Sims without relying on a definition of games and digital
games, and without exploring the example in depth. The
analysismodel suggested by Consalvo andDutton (2006),
operating through the four categories of object inventory,
interface study, interaction map, and gameplay log, ap-
proaches something which resembles an ontology, but
they never define exactly what constitutes the essence
of the game or of games in general. The much-debated
definitions of games can be seen as indicators of why this
type of formalism is problematic—adefinitionwill always
relate to the research agenda of the individual scholar,
the disciplinary background of the scholar, and many re-
lated factors. Thus, the task of the game essentialist is
to skillfully navigate these various approaches, make ex-
plicit the need for new insights, and explore how new on-
tologies, definitions, and the like contributemeaningfully
to the field and to the study of game-ness.
Finally, formalism as a level of abstraction can be un-
derstood in relation to the generation of ontologies, but
also as a way of approaching the specific analysis of a
game through that which Lankoski and Björk (2015) re-
fer to as formal analysis. They illustrate how formalism in
this sense translates into the study of the structural com-
ponents of the specific game analysed, which in turn be-
comes an analysis centered on the content, resembling
the method of content analysis. For The Sims, this is ex-
actly the type of analysis that is conducted by Consalvo
and Dutton (2006) on the various items that can be ob-
tained in the game, which are categorized based on the
types of encounters they afford. While the content anal-
ysis of Consalvo and Dutton’s study appears meaningful
in context, this way of approaching games may not al-
ways be equally useful, and for some games it may be an
unnecessarily cumbersome task to describe all structural
elements, putting into question the general applicability
and value of this approach.
7. Conclusion
This article has explored different uses of formalism and
formal analysis in the study of digital games. Based on
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this exploration, I suggest we distinguish between three
different types of formalism: 1) formalism focused on
the aesthetic form of the game artifact, 2) formalism as
game essentialism, and 3) formalism as a level of abstrac-
tion, which can be combined in various ways, but which
should be maintained conceptually distinct in order to
understand their basic nature and influence on the re-
search in which they are incorporated. In the light of the
narratology-ludology debate, I suggest we understand lu-
dology as formalist in the sense that it builds on the idea
that games have unique properties worth studying (an
essentialist approach). Narratology, on the other hand,
can also be understood as formalist, but in a general aes-
thetic tradition, wheremodels developed for other types
of storytelling media are superimposed on the study of
games, focusing on the narrativeness of games, rather
than the gameness.
To account for the gameness of games, various schol-
ars work with the (computer science specific) concept of
ontology, through which they attempt to map the basic
components of games. Such ontologies can be used in
formal analyses, relating to formalism as a level of ab-
straction, in which the focus is on the content or matter
rather than the form, the latter of which is made cen-
tral through the use of an ontology. Thus, formal anal-
ysis, when considered from the perspective of Aristotle’s
distinction between form and matter, should perhaps be
calledmaterial analysis, as it depends on other formalist
works to form the basic categories into which game con-
tent is categorized and listed.
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